Personal Technology Responsibility (PT) [1]

To accept individual responsibilities associated with using university-provided personal technology and telecommunications equipment and services or being reimbursed for wireless telecommunications services.

Download: Personal Technology Responsibility (PT) Form [2]

The OUC has reengineered the finance forms pages to improve user experience by enhancing page design and content. Learn more here [3].

Frequently Asked Questions

Q: Who needs to sign this form?
A: The intended recipient of wireless telecommunications equipment/service needs to complete and submit the form.

Q: Are there related resources on how/when to use this form?
A: Yes! See the Finance Procedural Statements Personal Technology and Telecommunications [4]. For purchasing instructions, refer to How to Buy Telecommunication [5].

Have a question or feedback?

Questions & Feedback [6]

Feedback or Question *

Your Name

Your Email Address

—CAPTCHA
This question is for testing whether or not you are a human visitor and to prevent automated spam submissions.

Source URL: https://www.cu.edu/controller/forms/personal-technology-responsibility-pt
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